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In ISM: beta ~ 1, Ms=MA, cs~vA~10 km/s 
SNRs: v=1000-15000 km/s, Ms=MA=100-1500; With B amplification 
MA can decrease to 10-30.  

In galaxy clusters: beta ~ 100, Ms = MA/10 
Relics: v=1000 km/s, Ms= few, MA = 10-20 

Virial shock: v=1000 km/s, Ms~MA~100, similar to SNR 

Field orientation:  
can be anything in viral shocks and SNRs, mostly transverse in relics.



Shock diagnostics:

Ghavamian, Laming & Rakowski (2007)

 In SNRs partition of energy between 
electrons and ions can be studied with 
Balmer lines (narrow and broad 
components from charge-exchange) 
[Ghavamian et al 07]. Surprising result --  
constant electron energy independent of 
velocity! 

 Significant energy transfer to electrons in 
relativistic e-ion shocks (εe~10%) in GRBs

also work by Heng and van Adelsberg (2008)



We wanted to study Te/Ti ratio in shocks of various Mach numbers, 
approaching the regime of SNRs: high Ma and Ms (complementing Guo 
and Sironi) 

Focus mainly on perpendicular shocks



Nonrelativistic shocks: shock structure  
mi/me=400, v=18,000km/s, MA=5, quasi-perp 75° inclination

PIC simulation: Shock foot, ramp, overshoot, returning ions, electron heating, whistlers
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Nonrelativistic shocks: shock structure  
mi/me=100, v=18,000km/s, MA=45 BBquasi-perp 75° inclination

x-px ion x-px e-Density



Nonrelativistic shocks: quasiparallel shock 
mi/me=30, v=30,000km/s, MA=5 Bparallel 0° inclination

x-px ionDensity x-px e-

x-py ion

x-pz ion



Fiducial run: Ma=10, Ms=10, mi/me=49



Ma=50, Ms=50, mi/me=49



Ma=2, Ms=2, mi/me=49



Out of plane B: Ma=10, Ms=10, mi/me=49



Nonrelativistic shocks: heating
Heating varies between 20% of equipartition for  perp shocks, to 50% in parallel

Not much dependence on mass ratio, speed; Weak with Mach # (as long as it’s large)

  quasi-perpendicular shock   quasi-parallel shock

Perpendicular shock 
heating vs MA and Ms

If no heating



Nonrelativistic shocks: heating
Don’t easily see the dependence on shock velocity inferred from Balmer lines: are there 
more variables besides shock velocity?

Ghavamian et al 2007



Convergence:

With particle number: With mass ratio:



Convergence:

Dimensionality:

Being in 2D is important!



Is it heating?

If adiabatic

Full result



Ma=10, Ms=10



We wanted to study Te/Ti ratio in shocks of various Mach numbers, 
approaching the regime of SNRs: high Ma and Ms (complementing Guo 
and Sironi) 

Focus mainly on perpendicular shocks



Ma=50, Ms=35

At higher Mach numbers, heating in 
filaments is more important, 
electrons reach significant energy 
before reaching the shock.



Conclusions: 

We observer significant electron heating in non-relativistic shocks.  
Always Te/Ti > 15%, can reach 50% for high Mach numbers 

Heating is localized to the shock transition, or shock foot.  

Interplay of cross-shock potential and scattering due to shock 
corrugation to cause non-reversible energy gain. 

Detailed theory still missing.



NEXT YEAR: KITP PROGRAM IN SANTA BARBARA 
AUGUST 12 — OCTOBER 18, 2019; CONFERENCE SEPT 9-12, 2019
HTTPS://WWW.KITP.UCSB.EDU/ACTIVITIES/ASTROPLASMA-C19

https://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/astroplasma-c19

